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This festive season, the Kettle’s Yard shop will be stocked 
with a range of ethical and sustainable products created 
in response to the Kettle’s Yard House and exhibitions 
hosted at the gallery. Shop highlights include:

Alfred Wallis
Kettle’s Yard has the most substantial institutional 
holding of work by Alfred Wallis anywhere in the world. 
An expanded collection of items inspired by Kettle’s 
Yard’s favourite artist have been designed to celebrate 
the recent opening of ‘Alfred Wallis Rediscovered’, which 
is now temporarily closed due to lockdown. Products 
include an apron, jigsaw and a tote bag featuring Wallis’ 
Boats before a great bridge (c.1935-37), a lenscloth and 
fridge magnets featuring Alfred Wallis’ Sailing ship and 
orchard (c.1935-37), a 100% cotton tea towel featuring 
Wallis’ Land, fish and motor vessel (c.1932-7) and a 
mask featuring the yellow boat from Wallis’ Portland 
Dorset.

Letterbox Gifts
Perfect for a geographically distant friend or relative who 
might be shielding or in isolation during the festive 
period, these carefully curated themed gift boxes are 
specifically designed to fit easily through an average letter 
box. Available for both adults and children, they can be 
ordered to be sent directly to the recipient. Themes 
include Alfred Wallis, Christopher Wood, Cambridge 
Imprint Stationery and a children’s set. Prices from 
£12.50 – £22.

Christmas at Kettle’s Yard
Small UK-based paper-making business Cambridge 
Imprint has designed a set of luxury Christmas crackers 
exclusively for Kettle’s Yard. The snowflake crackers, 
come in boxes of 6 and contain luxury prizes including a 
glass tree ornament with antique sari tie and a star 
printing block. Also available are A6 snowflake greetings 
cards which come in sets of 10 with ivory envelopes. 

Kettle’s Yard Shop
Christmas 2020

Set of 6 luxury crackers, £39

Christopher Wood Letterbox gift set, £19.50

Alfred Wallis Fridge Magnets, £3.50 each
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I am Acrylic x Kettle’s Yard
Kettle’s Yard has collaborated with Bristol-based 
jewellery makers I Am Acrylic to produce an exclusive 
range of jewellery based on Kettle’s Yard’s iconic lemon, 
including a hand cut acrylic brooch, earrings, stud 
earrings. Inspired by the single fresh lemon that sits on a 
pewter serving dish in the Dining Room of the Kettle’s 
Yard House, echoing the yellow dot in Joan Miró’s 
TicTic which hangs nearby. 

Just Trade x Kettle’s Yard 
Created exclusively for Kettle’s Yard by Just Trade, this 
range of jewellery has been inspired by the Hoya plant 
that trails the wall of the balcony in the upper extension 
of the Kettle’s Yard House. Just Trade works in 
partnership with small fair trade projects across the 
world. These projects offer life changing training, secure 
work opportunities and fairly paid employment for 
marginalised producers.

Christopher Wood’s jumper mask, £6.99

I Am Acrylic Lemon on a Pewter Dish brooch, £15

Just Trade Hoya pendant made from tagua, £19.50

Masks
As well as the Alfred Wallis’ Yellow Boat mask, a further 
selection featuring Wallis’ Penzance paintings and a detail 
of Christopher Wood’s jumper from his 1927 Self-
Portrait will be available to buy. Masks are made with 
255 gsm two layered polyester, they are anti-bacterial, 
water-repellent and machine washable, with elasticated 
ear loops.

Join x Kettle’s Yard 
Join has produced this scented candle exclusively for 
Kettle’s Yard. Inspired by the heady aromas of Jim Ede’s 
homemade pot pourri, it is presented in a handcrafted 
ceramic dish. The Join range at Kettle’s Yard also 
includes 120ml candles in four other scents; ‘High Tide’, 
‘Low Tide’, ‘Hedgerow’ and ‘Pebble’. Join luxury soy 
candles are vegan, poured by hand, 100% natural and 
scented with essential oils.

Join natural candle in handcrafted ceramic 
dish, £36
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Henri Gaudier-Brzeska 
A selection of replicas and products inspired by 
Gaudier-Brzeska. Highlights include Duck and Toy 
replicas made exclusively for Kettle’s Yard by a local 
craftsman in Norfolk, using moulds taken from the 
original sculptures. Also for sale are products inspired by 
Gaudier-Brzeska’s Wrestlers. The original Wrestlers 
poster from the archive was designed for Kettle’s Yard by 
Keith Moffat in the 1960s.

Linder, Scarlet Else, 2020, lithographic print, 243 
x 353mm, £150 unframed, £245 framed

Limited edition prints 
A growing collection of limited edition prints produced 
in response to exhibitions and projects that have taken 
place at Kettle’s Yard. Artists include John Carter, Peter 
Coffin, Ann-Marie James, Melanie Manchot, Ben 
Nicholson and Linder Sterling. Prints are available 
framed and unframed.    

Wrestlers vintage poster, £14
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Notes to Editors

For all PRESS enquiries please contact Rees & Co: 
Rosanna Hawkins | rosanna@reesandco.com | 
+44 (0)7910 092 634
Yasmin Hyder | yasmin@reesandco.com |
+44 (0)7791 979 839

The Shop

Covid-19 Update
Following the latest government guidance, the shop at Kettle’s 
Yard will be closed until further notice. The online shop 
remains open as usual, with some delays which are outlined 
here.

The shop is currently offering a limited Click & Collect 
service at the following times:
Monday 2 - 4pm
Wednesday 2 - 4pm
Thursday 2 - 4pm

About Kettle’s Yard

Kettle’s Yard is one of Britain’s best galleries - a beautiful and 
unique house with a distinctive modern art collection, and a 
gallery exhibiting modern and contemporary art. Supporting 
this is an established learning and community engagement 
programme, archive, and programme of chamber concerts. In 
February 2018, Kettle’s Yard reopened after a two-year 
development by architect Jamie Fobert. The new Kettle’s Yard 
includes state of the art new exhibition galleries, generous 
education spaces, a café and new welcome areas. Kettle’s 
Yard’s mission is to contribute to society by inspiring and 
engaging audiences through art, learning and research of the 
highest quality. We believe that great art should not be the 
privilege of the few, but for everyone. Our values reflect 
Kettle’s Yard’s creator Jim Ede’s support for artists and belief 
in art’s power to make us look again and change how we act 
in the world.

www.kettlesyard.co.uk

Greetings cards, £12.95

Alfred Wallis tote bag, £29

Henri Gaudier-Brzeska Duck replica, 120mm x 65mm 
x 40mm, £45

https://shop.kettlesyard.co.uk/pages/covid-19-update
http://www.kettlesyard.co.uk

